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Inission Lohja is now being launched on the Finnish market

Pekka Väyrynen, CEO Inission Lohja Oy.

As a total supplier of electronics, mechanics and electromechanics, HY-Tech is now
being launched on the Finnish market as Inission Lohja.
Pekka Väyrynen, CEO of Inission
Lohja, tells us about the brand launch
in Finland and its impact on business
opportunities:
- With Inission's total services Inission
Lohja will be able to improve service
and product offering to its existing
customers, widen its customer base and
enter into new markets. Inission Lohja
will be even more focused on high tech
and provide electronics- and machine
building industries focused cuttingedge solutions. We look forward to a
strong co-operation within Inission
and are ready to utilize the group's

all aspects in order to provide world
class customer service. In the future,
Inission Lohjas services will cover the
entire life cycle of products, from design
to the aftermarket. The broader offer
also includes that Inission Lohja can
to a greater extent take on more final
assembly.

local company like Inission Lohja was
exactly what we were aiming for when
HY-Tech was acquired in February
2020. We keep on strengthening our
offering and can now provide the whole
groups strengths and abilities close to
our Finnish and international customers.

Olle Hulteberg, Inission's Marketing
Director, comments on the brand
launch:

Inission is the Nordic region's leading
total supplier and for 35 years we have
helped companies to develop and
manufacture electronic and mechanic
products of the highest quality. Our
services are designed to cover the
entire life cycle of your product, from

- This is of course a great day in the
history of Inission. Launching our
brand on the Finnish market with a

The strengths of an entire group near you
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development to aftermarket. We have
an ecosystem of modern and efficient
factories that are suitable for all variants
of electronic and mechanic products.

Our factories' geographical spread is an
important part of Inission's strategy – to
be close to our customers. The proximity
means that we can work closely together

as partners while our whole group's
strengths and abilities are at the
customers disposal.

Inissions total comprehensive offer

Volume
Development

Prototypes

Industrialization

Volume production

Read more about our services at www.inission.com/en/what-en/

Aftermarket

Time/ Services

About Inission

Inission is a profitable total supplier that offers demanding industrial customers in the Nordic region complete electronic
and mechanical products of the highest quality. Our services cover the entire product life cycle, from development and design
to industrialization, volume production and aftermarket. By combining this with logistics services and a production based on
high flexibility, customer adaptation and short lead times, our offer becomes very competitive.
Inission has production units in Stockholm, Västerås, Borås, Munkfors, Malmö, Løkken Verk (Norway), Lohja (Finland),
Lagedi and Tallinn (Estonia). Inission is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market.
Inission AB: org.nr 556747-1890, Lantvärnsgatan 4, 652 21 Karlstad

For more information please contact:

Pekka Väyrynen, CEO Inission Lohja Oy
+358 50 555 1516
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Olle Hulteberg, Marketing Director Inission AB
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